
The Place Where We Do Be Doing

P lace is a strange word. We’ve never quite understood it. Maybe 
that comes from venue-hopping. After all, in our nineteen 

months of  existence we’ve been in six different homes. And don’t get 
us wrong, a lot of  that was out of  our hands, and for now at least we’re 
pretty settled, but it does get one thinking. 

Home is where the heart is, so does that means home is in each 
of  us? Maybe all that jumping around the place was good for us. It 
certainly helped us grow – as a group, as an event, and as people, too. 

When we think of  home we think of  feet up, fire on, cuppa tea and 
something soft and fluffy to hold. But for many home is the safest alley, 
it’s a blown-up memory, it’s where the fists come flying. When we think 
of  home and all the lovely images it conjures up, we must remember 
that we are the lucky ones. Home, place, the space we occupy, these 
things are important. Everyone needs a space to call their own, even if  
it’s the dingiest, dirtiest, crappiest little spot, we make it ours, we make 
it special. 

So we’ve jumped around from place to place and sure we took a 
while to find our feet, but something beautiful came from that. No 
matter where we went, no matter how last minute, how big or small, 
you guys kept following us (in a totally non-creepy way.)

And now we’re settling for some wonderful vibes Down The Ladder, 
and we like it here, we like the space and the ambiance and the ability 
to move things around and change things up, we like that we can plug 
into the speakers and we like that they like us, but here’s the problem 
with chronic homelessness: you’re always looking for an out. 

One day we’ll live our dream of  opening up an artsy-fartsy space 
for coffee and poetry and you can buy a pint and a pencil and everyone 
will be welcome and we’ll have something on every night of  the week. 
But until that day we’ll just keep doing as we’re doing, in the place 
where we’re doing it, wherever that is and may be. And hopefully, just 
maybe, you guys will keep following us, too. 
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SeaTeD ouTSiDe alchemy café, Barrack STreeT, cork

Benjamin Burns

Rows of  houses
extend uphill,
electricity lines hang slackly.

A whistling man
holds a little boy’s hand,
cars drive over cobblestone.

A jackdaw perches
on a distant chimney,
flies away in silence.

A young lady’s friend
arrives, they link
and skip across the road.

Sunlight reflects
off  a windowpane,
on the inside condensation.

This metal teapot
reflects the world
according to its curves.
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I write these moments
but there’s more I can’t
catch, or fail to notice.

The sunlight left
that windowpane
when I wasn’t looking.

Hello Moon,
more than half  full,
slow as an hour hand.

A grey haired man’s
long green coat
flounces as he bobs downhill.
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cork nighTlife

Rosalin Blue

Cycling through the city
breathing in the night
looking for the party
in the glamour lights

I pass familiar places
this music suits me not
see no familiar faces
roll on to the next spot

The nightclubs’ lights are blinking
that boom-boom isn’t me
my bike just keeps on rolling
where might the party be?

The Latin rhythms lure me
but in my walking boots
I cannot turn a corner
nor swirl in graceful loops

The silent streets enveil me
and the ticking of  my bike
I stroll into another lane
of  this city that I like

Yet with no familiar faces
and no party to embrace
Cork’s life is for the younger folk
I’ve seen my light of  days
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It’s time that goes against me
I yawn and must agree
so I leave the city lighting
beyond the River Lee
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ST. finBarr’S cemeTery

Matthew Moynihan

Etched canvasses lie
In a dusty gallery
On the Glasheen road
In Cork.
Frescoes are
Howling out in
The night-time like
A back catalogue.
Colours are screaming
Out against a
Foreground.
Souls – screaming
Out against the
Darkness.
And they ask for little.
A glance.
Perhaps, a flower.
Perhaps – a tear.
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The hill

Judenald Marcus Penders

Bleeding tongue and blistering ears.
Too much time spent roving through this maze of  streets;
Pathetic, desperate effort to find the misplaced jigsaw pieces of  
my chest.

*

I miss those vicarious days when I used be able to make those 
blood-rushed human connections
At four in the morning
On a couch
Somewhere up Barrack street.
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on The Way To granny’S
John W. Sexton

a vogue for bespoke candles
… haggle a price
for the giant’s earwax

the hole in his bucket
a witch’s dripping heart
withers the thistles

shapes of  men burnt 
into the lawn ... a hanging rope 
made from starlight

the house was built 
from pure sweat ...  wiping one’s boots
on a carpet of  tongues

each step of  the stairs
thick with irises ... granny’s grave
in the attic
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a man aBouT ToWn

Edward O’Dwyer
 

As the wheel of  a buggy ramps over your foot
in O’Connell Street this arbitrary Tuesday afternoon
it clicks.  You realise the painful truth
you’ve been trying for years now to articulate.
That your life has become a series of  minor inconveniences
to roughly a thousand people,
none of  whom you’ve ever known.
The sun that’s drifted behind those clouds five minutes ago,
you are aware, too, has actually been there
for the best part of  thirty years.
In Cruise’s Street, HMV looks accusingly at you
as you are unwrapping a McDonalds cheeseburger
like it were the breasts of  that girl you went to college with
and is a somewhat successful model now.
It’s filthy windows say you didn’t do your bit.
But you’ve wanted all your life to do your bit,
and that’s still all you want, and you protest this silently,
taking a bite of  the shrunken, deformed disc,
plastic-looking cheese jutting out,
nothing in it of  the succulent, voluptuousness
of  the one in the picture, the burger
you thought you’d bought with your two euros
of  the taxpayer’s money.
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SounD of TreeS

Sheighla Birdthistle

I listen to trees
There are sounds
Living within roots
Knowledge and knowing
Spreading like fingers.
My mortality hit me
As I awaited sleep
I made a prayer...
To see next morning
To see and hear
My tree of  choice.
It grows in my garden
A French tree
That unites me
To the earth and sky
I listen, laugh and cry
When my tree whispers
Poetry allows me freedom
To vent my difference.
I hate the chopping down
Of  trees, it stills a voice
A voice that I still crave
It is the call of  a universe
I knew long ago
In the land of  sighe
Dancing in circles
Trees  gilding  silence
Of  dance and Druids
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As tresses guide the
Fairy longing for life.
Birds come for wisdom
Red squirrel exercises
Sun plays with shadows
As raindrops cry.
The French tree unites
With roots outstretched
To a myriad of  forest.
The whispering continues
It transmits to home
It transmits from home
Scattering leaves
And nourishing earth
With longing, stretching
To the sky in jubilation
At being alive.
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anD our armS are BurDeneD

Seán Grimes McDonough

Home, 
 Ours, Ours, Ours,
Our walls, holding in the air,
And panicking, harsh breath
Until those walls hold stale air
And we choke on our own need for encasement, for
Protection.
Our windows see the nature,
Which we take pleasure in admiration,
And pleasure in abstention,
Us mechanical Sheep,
We can watch real life go by,
Choking but never opening the window for fear of  the cold reality.

 We own it, 
  Our ego tells us so,
The planet is our home without walls,
The sky
One great one-way mirror,
Our ego tells us 
That WE see,
But truly, we are on the dark side.

 Our ego clings to our feet, by chain
And we drag it ever on, 
Our purpose is a blindfold
And our arms are burdened
With the world,
We stumble to hell never stopping to remove
The restraints
Because we enjoy their comfort. Growing, as all, not one from them
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BiorhyThm TWenTy-eighT

Noelene Nash

Original beginnings to similarity, of
Circles to return and repeat –
Regret the flesh of  mind as 
Yesterdays news changes tomorrow so
Opinions are fickle nuances,
Nowhere, is there complete sanity –
Sometimes skin crawls as 
Omnipresent sky shelters or crushes
Moments, catch you and stay,
Eventually the breathing stops
Beneath it all there’s death –
Obviously very little is obvious
Don’t you ever stop for time?
You all here know what it means
Everyone is circling the drain –
Loved once and got bitten twice
Stupid, what’s wrong with stupid –
Earth wholly has these feelings
Self  analysis, self  diagnosis, selfish
Sinning must be barred,
Have a heart and create space
Oh to listen, and not be judged
Underestimating power of  language
Laughed at or scorned –
Damned no matter what you do
Ever thought, not to think
Remember when you’re gone your gone...
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Sale of Work

Tom Horan

He slid the window down another inch and turned up the music. 
‘Where we going?’ Fiona asked from the back seat. Andrew knew 

his sister wasn’t asking for an answer but for conversation. He chose 
his words while waiting for the chorus to fade into a keyboard bridge, 
then craned his neck back slightly.

‘What?’
‘Where we going?’ She asked. 
‘We’re going to Disneyland!’ he said, just to goad a reaction. Fiona 

sensed the mocking tone and copied it.
‘What? No we’re not, stop being silly.’ Through the rear-view 

mirror he caught her grin. He grinned back. 
‘Am I being silly?’ 
She giggled and kicked the back of  his seat. ‘You’re being ridick-

ulus.’
‘Where are we going then?’ he asked in an exaggerated squeak, 

testing her powers of  recall. 
She hummed in concentration for a moment, straightening her 

plastic pink-rimmed glasses. Her furrowed brow barely concealed by 
wisps of  thinning hair. ‘Are we going to... the sale o’ work?’ 

‘That’s right! And what happens at the sale of  work?’
‘I dunno. Buy things maybe?’ She strained to peer out the window. 

‘Where are we now?’
‘You know where we are,’ he said with feigned impatience. The 

village began with a line of  bungalows and Fiona asked who lived there. 
He didn’t know his neighbours, but determined not to disappoint, 
Andrew adopted the voice of  an explorer in a strange and distant land. 
‘All kinds of  people!’

*

The first cars were parked sporadically, moving closer together further 
down the road. By the church they were bumper to bumper. There 
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were still some car-sized gaps further down, near the T-junction at the 
village centre, but Andrew stopped, reversed into a driveway, drove 
back the way they came and stopped by a farmhouse with flaking white 
walls. Three cars worth of  free space both front and back.

Outside he heard feedback from distant speakers. Taking Fiona 
by the hand, he helped her down onto the damp clay, then slid her 
arms into a purple, fur-lined jacket. Again he held out his hand but 
she walked on her own today so he allowed her a head start, matching 
her pace an arm’s length behind. He hadn’t smoked in nearly two days. 
A couple, along with their two teenage children that Andrew vaguely 
recognised, were walking away from the village. Andrew looked down. 

‘And what are you going to buy today?’
‘I dunno. Do they have... toys?’
‘They have other children’s old toys. Maybe we’ll find something 

cool.’
Cars filled the stone eaves that usually doubled as footpaths, so 

they met the family head-on in the road’s centre. The family slowed, 
then stopped. They asked Fiona what she was going to buy, told her 
about the bake sale where she could get some yummy chocolate buns. 
Andrew and the family stood over her, waiting for a response. She 
smiled at her feet, let a curt ‘yeah’ slide out. Embarrassed at her own 
answer, she inched forward and  Andrew followed, the family’s smiles 
hot on his back.

Past a huddle of  primary-coloured raincoats and peaked caps, 
bidding was already underway. The auctioneer stood on an artic trailer 
brought especially for the weekend, his words fusing together through 
the speaker’s crackle. With the older farmers at the other side of  the 
trailer, Andrew saw his father, facing the rest of  the crowd with a 
contained interest, leaning and mouthing to a friend after each bid. 
More years than not, his father bought back his own load of  firewood 
– raising a couple hundred for the pitch redevelopment fund and saving 
the family a second evening of  cutting and loading in the rain. Over 
the crowd, their eyes met. Andrew looked down to Fiona. She stood, 
looking at him, wincing under the noise. He placed a hand on the small 
of  her back and urged her forward towards the school. People smiled 
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or waved down to her as they passed. Some squatted down to shake her 
hand, asked her what she was going to buy. Her special needs assistant 
gave her a fiver. Andrew kept his eyes fixed downwards, stepping back 
as Fiona did the rounds. 

The classroom tables were arranged to funnel people past each stall 
to the far exit, past buns, cakes, toys, VHS tapes of  ’90s blockbusters. 
Waiting for the line to move, Andrew examined a row of  iced buns. He 
recognised the woman behind the stall – he recognised everyone here 
– but kept his eyes on the buns. For her sake he gave them a serious, 
scrutinising look, one that indicated these buns deserved his attention. 

‘D’you like em?’ Fiona asked. Her head was just level with the 
biggest sponge cakes. 

‘I do,’ he said to neither Fiona or the woman, ‘There’s a pink one 
and a white one and a blue one. Which one do you like best?’ 

She fiddled with her coat buttons. Andrew handed Fiona a Euro 
that she then relayed to the woman, but she turned down the money, 
handing over the bun in a clouded plastic bag. The bag was hoisted 
slowly down until Fiona reached out. 

‘What do you say?’
‘Thanks.’
Space cleared ahead. Fiona pushed the bun on Andrew and started 

into a stack of  Playstation 2 games. She spotted something familiar. 
‘Grand Theft Auto, we have this. Not this one, a different one.’ 

Fiona’s soft but clear pronunciation of  the three words made the 
woman behind this stall wheeze. She held the case up to Andrew; a 
collage of  cars and guns. He examined it, thinking of  the euphemisms 
he placated her with as she watched him play the latest version at home 
– talk of  bad guys and ‘shooting the robbers’. He never smoked, not 
even in front of  Fiona, during his visits – probably better off.

Their mother watched from her own cake stall near the exit. 
Andrew looked at home, holding a game and a bun, chatting with 
Fiona and the stall women, surrounded by neighbours and classmates, 
faces that appeared and reappeared at every match and mass and 
session to assure him that here is home. People he knew to say well to. 
He’s awfully good to his sister. God knows Fiona loved when he came 
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home. 
Andrew put down the game. Spotting his mother, he pointed her 

out to Fiona and unison they gave little waves. Minutes later she gave 
them both a bun and watched them leave.

In the hall, their mother sold raffle tickets. She ripped strips 
from the book – one for fifty cent, five for two Euro. She gave and 
immediately took back two Euro from Fiona before handing down 
five green strips. 

Fiona’s numbers were the first out. Andrew wondered if  it had 
been rigged, but then thought of  the reasons why that wasn’t possible. 
With a hand on Fiona’s shoulder, he guided her to the stage. It wasn’t 
his applause to accept or decline, but declining, looking down, gave a 
shiver of  pride. Luck and genetics didn’t deserve applause. He looked 
back at the crowd, thinking his face would express this, but they 
continued to smile and clap, wishing all the best. Fiona pointed to a 
plastic-wrapped hamper of  chocolates, fruit and wine. 

Back behind the crowd, Fiona held the hamper for all of  five 
seconds before handing it off. Andrew couldn’t help but smile, knowing 
who would end up with the wine. 
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Journey

Nina Lewis

As a child I used to play inside the car
parked on the driveway,
pretend I was out on the open road,
accidentally turning the steering wheel too hard
locking it and annoying my parents
who had to come out and start the engine.

I remember sitting in the back seat,
mum’s hands on the wheel,
long fingernails painted with shiny pink varnish.
Her skin turned whiter at the knuckles
as she gripped tight
with her precious cargo on board.

I sometimes look at my own hands on the wheel,
nails painted slightly darker
back seat, empty.
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Beulah hill: SliDeShoW

Mike Gallagher

Crescent Moon hangs loose from sparkling Venus,
Blinking satellite hobbles through cobalt sky,
City silhouettes haunt low horizon,
On a garden bench, frozen crystals
Reflect the hidden stars,
Robin song greets nascent dawn,
Chimney crow steals dregs
Of  last night's heat.
Sudden gust stirs the stillness,
Threads the willows dangling tresses,
Scrapes the bones of  a dying oak
And drives snow-clouds over
Croydon Town.
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hemingWay’S ShoTgun

Linda Louise Galvin

The level of  matter in the universe has been constant since the Big 
Bang. In all the eons, we have lost nothing, we have gained nothing. 

I am made of  the echos of  Hemmingways shotgun, the breath of  
Marilyn Monroe, Presley's teardrops, the tattered clothing that once 
draped Jim Morrisons shoulders, JFK's cigarette ash. 

I'm no good at math but the degree you leave your window slightly 
ajar at is the difference between letting the outside in or letting the inside 
out. 

We sat in the local of  our locale. The crowd was dizzying and the 
bubbles danced in our drinks.

You asked me to close my eyes. And I often sit in that same seat. This 
time, water in hand. 

Sometimes I see the air and smell the wind and it brings his cologne. 
It always smelled different on his collar than the nape of  his neck. And it 
tasted funny when I kissed there and I wish I told him. 

And I wish I told him that I never liked holding his hand, I preferred 
to hold his pinky finger.

And I know he hated when I tugged at his clothing while he was trying 
to work and maybe I whispered secrets in my sleep that he didn't like. 
And I wake 17 times per night, once for every day of  May that I've lived. 
And the space between my side to his was an uncomfortable trek, though 
I returned home 17 times per night. Wrapped under his right arm.
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And I've been harbouring more life in me within the past 9 weeks than 
I have in my last 9 years. I can now put meaning to my mothers words. 

And for some reason it reminds me of  that time when he arrived in a 
peach jumper and blonde hair, and I smashed a glass and got upset and 
went to bed and almost died roller blading down a big hill and none of  
what I said is in order. But I had everything that I have now back then. 
Though at times it may feel as though my world is crumbling around me, 
but I'll still get up out of  bed and i will still eat my toast. And i will still 
drink my coffee. And then I'll soldier on.
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Sadhbh Farelly
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Óscar Mascareñas
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The PurPle Door

Brooklyn Bond

My home is a purple home;
Purple couch, purple rug,
Purple stomachs
(I wish we had a purple door).

In this place:
Pottery stumbles to the kitchen floor 
in series of  clomps and crashes
(Curses follow).
Obscene poetry is stuffed inside novels;
written, amidst the dewy barely-morn grass,
while lying out of  sync with time.
A Living room with a bare ceiling;
sure, what's the point?

In this place:
There's too much light, too many migraines but
not nearly enough brightness.
Flimsy tissue, soaked in blood, 
is labelled "Nose Bleed".
I dont have bin to throw them in.
I've never had a nose bleed.

In this place:
This child, submerged in blue-black,
weeps for energy lost while
clinging to their unwanted life;
their uncut hair, a rope.
With decaying hope, they kiss the tallies on the wall.
Their Short-lived eternity 
– not short enough.
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In this place:
Fags are drawn in private
(In fear of  you smoking along-side me).
Wallpaper is torn down in rage and disgust.
Therapeutic shreds;
I hated it anyway.
Counter-productive medication is prescribed   
willy-nilly but
I'd swallow the clouds just to feel a little lighter.
 
In this place:
Taciturn smiles greet my mother 
in hollow scenes;
The conversations are lost in translation.
'How was your day, love?'
'Awful - the escape of  death is far out of  reach'
(for now; i thought)
'That's nice love, dry the ware'

In this place:
The most precious fatherly gestures are used.
Panicked Christmas cards in March;
bleached apologies 
(empty of  truth but full of  bribes).
Why must you bother?
The bloodbath seems quicker.
My fingertips stutter from the thought of  it all.

In this place:
Select kinds of  sadness are found
but there is certainly no sympathy here.
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My home is a purple home;
I would tear it down, if  I could,
Like wallpaper
(Torn down in rage and disgust).

I'd rebuild it again, myself.
A cabinet for the cursed pots,
A bin for the bloody-rags,
No more tinted stomachs,
And maybe a lovely, purple door.
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ThaT Painful eDge of lighT

Alisa Velaj
(An imaginary dialogue with Garcia Lorca)

He had told me Granada Hills
Differ not a lot
From the hills of  my birthplace
He had also told me
Winds have no homelands
‘Perfumes – flowers – knives’
You once wrote
And I knew not that such a melody
Sprinkles guitar sounds at evenings
Even light has no homeland
I had told you
Dawn is dawn on all shores
And none has ever angered
At flowers
Perfumes and serenades and oranges
Your endless Andalusia, my darling
So I know not which orange
Shelters that painful edge of  light
Or you might have picked it up
And now you dislike telling me the truth.
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live here

Kathryn Crowley

River sparkles under scowling sky
Flowing curves
Serpentine sweepings
Amidst steel and concrete.

I live in a ghetto box here.
Nothing is permanent.

Let’s go 
in a boat
through secret underground streams
to that place
deep beneath the parkland roots
of  elm, ash and hazel
where wise old rocks
with lime green beards
sit still in wisdom.

Do they envy us movement?
Moss is slippy underfoot.
Nothing is permanent.

Let’s alchemise emotions of  liquid
Peel off  layers
Abandon those old world clothes in a pile
Slip 
naked 
into pure warm water
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Soak 
in a healing cave
of  glowing amethyst 
Until
Through a crack in the crystal
We enter a shaft of  light 
Magnificent and frightening
Then emerge 
into pastel skies
Return to earth
Boisterous
Forever transformed by the fusion
Welcomed back 
By a squelching piano
Made of  our ancestors’ mud 
To play
To sing
To be.                   
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Madeleine Barnes

Down the Alley
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OppOrtunities

Stanzas
The next Stanzas takes place April 22nd and is themed ‘Questioning’. 
Submit up to three poems, two prose of  2,500 words max, or up to 
five black and white images.

Submit: stanzas.limerick@gmail.com
Deadline: April 15th. 

Fugue Magazine
Seeks poetry, essays, prose and play extracts from established and 
emerging writers. Succesful writing is paid.

Submit: fuguejournal.com/submit/ ($3.00 fee)
Deadline: May 1st.

The Forge
Forge publishes one story every week. (No poetry!) Word limit of  
3,000. (though they like flash fiction.)

Submit: forgelitmag.com/flm/submit/
Deadline: Weekly.

Tallow Eider Quarterly 
Seeks to publish engaging work from emerging and established artists 
and writers worldwide

Submit: tequarterly.com/submissions/
Deadline: Open all Year!
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